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Abstract. Social networking technologies offer opportunities for govern-
ments to engage with citizens. However, the inability to filter relevant
citizens’ messages out of the vast amount of available social media con-
tent lessens their impact. In this paper, we propose a set of categories
encapsulating the different citizens’ intents when directing messages to
public institutions, e.g., complaining, making requests, and proposing
solutions to existing problems. We present a novel artificial intelligence
approach, built upon natural language processing and machine learning
algorithms, that enables the categorisation of citizens’ messages into such
intents automatically, and at scale. Through an empirical evaluation on
a Twitter dataset, we show the effectiveness of our approach in terms of
categorisation performance. We also discuss the value of the presented
solution, as a novel tool for governments to achieve a more effective and
informed communication with citizens.

Keywords: e-participation · social networks · natural language processing
· machine learning · text classification

1 Introduction

Nowadays, the implementation of e-government models in the field of public
management is mainly oriented towards the production, custody and manage-
ment of large-scale data [1], which are produced through technologies such as
social media, IoT devices, cloud computing, and blockchain, among others [1, 18].
Data-driven governments are beginning to exploit Big and Open Linked Data
through machine learning approaches and other forms of Artificial Intelligence
(AI) [8], in order to reinforce policy and decision-making. They thus obtain in-
formation from citizens and other stakeholders, promote participation, provide
transparency and accountability, and consequently generate public value [18].

Among the existing sources of information, social networks represent a promi-
nent bidirectional communication channel between citizens and government. In
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them, citizens are not only content consumers who receive the government an-
nouncements, to which they react and freely respond according to personal ide-
ology, interests and needs [10], but also are content providers who generate a
wide range of messages targeted to government and political stakeholders.

The amount of social media content daily generated by citizens is huge and
diverse, and its processing by human actors may result too costly and over-
whelming. Hence, there is increasing interest and need to use computer-assisted
solutions capable of automatically gathering, processing and analysing the under-
lying information in the citizens’ messages (a.k.a. posts) on social networks.The
research literature reports extensive work on mining citizen generated content.
The majority of such work has focused on i) analysing social phenomena pro-
duced through the online network structures –e.g., information spreading, fake
news, and opinion polarity–, and mainly originated by particular events –e.g.,
natural disasters, elections, and trending news [16]–, and ii) extracting the most
popular topics addressed by citizens’ posts in social networks, as well as the
general dynamics (i.e., temporal evolution) and opinions on such topics [2]. In
this paper, we are interested in the latter case. However, differently to previ-
ous work, we go beyond the extraction of topics by attempting to automatically
classify citizens’ posts according to their intents or purposes. That is, we aim
to determine whether a post targeting government actors expresses a question,
complaint or request, presents a proposal or idea to address a particular prob-
lem, spreads an announcement or news item of interest for the general public,
or reflects a personal fact or opinion.

We believe this automatic classification can be very valuable for government
managers and politicians in several ways. First, it would represent a mechanism
to identify relevant citizen posts for which responses should be given. This may
help increasing the citizens’ satisfaction and engagement, who would perceive
attention to their questions and requests. Hence, it may promote the openness
of the public administration, and ultimately may increase the citizens’ trust on
a government that responds to public demands. Second, the proposed classifi-
cation would allow extracting indicators about opinion on how public resources
are being managed. These indicators could be used by government managers to
identify problems for which new actions and public policies are needed. This may
lead to increase the effectiveness and efficiency on both the management of public
resources and the provision of public services, which ultimately would generate
public value. Finally, the intent-oriented classification would isolate measures
on current leadership perception. Taking these measures into account, politi-
cal parties and leaders could make timely decisions reacting to major opinions,
complaints and proposals on problematic and controversial issues.

With all the above, we propose a categorisation of intents, as well as an AI ap-
proach to automatically identify the intent of citizens’ posts towards government
accounts in social networks. Our approach is built upon natural language pro-
cessing techniques to extract information features that represent the posts, and
machine learning models to automatically classify the posts according to their
feature-based representations. Conducting empirical evaluations on a Twitter
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dataset composed of labelled posts (i.e., tweets) targeted to the City Council of
Madrid (@Madrid account in Twitter), we report promising results that show
how the large-scale intent-driven categorisation of posts is a valuable method
to achieve a more profound understanding of citizen-to-government messages in
social networks. We also discuss challenges and opportunities of the presented
research and its value, as a novel tool for governments to achieve a more effective
and informed communication with their citizens.

2 Related work

Our goal is to categorise the messages that citizens explicitly direct to public
institutions in social networks. Hence, we have discarded from our literature re-
view those papers that analyse social media content generated around particular
events (e.g., elections and political uprisings), where messages are not necessarily
targeted to public institutions.

Among the analysed papers, we have identified two main research lines: (i)
works conducting topic (or thematic) analysis of the different messages that cit-
izens direct to their public institutions, and (ii) works attempting to understand
the opinions and sentiment behind those messages. Some works use a combina-
tion of topic and sentiment analysis.

Works focused on the analysis of topics followed an approach similar to the
one proposed by Driss and colleagues [3], where text analysis techniques are
automatically used to extract topics. In their paper, they focused on Facebook
posts from citizens of Tunisia. They found principal topics of interest, such as
road security, transportation problems, and public service delivery quality.

Works that focus on the analysis of sentiment or the analysis of both top-
ics and sentiment, can be divided into (i) those that analyse messages posted
by governments and politicians [4, 20, 22], and (ii) those that analyse messages
posted by citizens [7, 11, 13, 15, 17]. The first set of works shows how govern-
ments and politicians that adopt a positive tone —and undertake activities like
responding directly to citizens on Twitter, sharing photos, and using exclama-
tion points— are more likely to encourage citizen participation [22]. Also, they
show that videos and images have a high positive impact on engagement, and
tweets posted on weekdays obtain higher engagement than those posted on week-
ends [20]. The works that analyse messages posted by citizens show: (i) how users
present high levels of emotionality as well as a high participation rate [11] and
(ii) how, within a urban context, citizens’ sentiment can be used as an indica-
tor of perceived neighbourhood quality [7], as well as an indicator to estimate
urgency of urban issues, such as overflowing trash bins and broken footpaths,
among others [13].

Despite the usefulness of social media data analysis, some works [15, 17] ar-
gue that the integration of this knowledge in planning and decision-making has
not been completely successful, and that a good implementation strategy is nec-
essary to realise their full benefits. In this line, Garg and colleagues [6] proposed
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an automatic approach to determine which of the posts that citizens direct to
institutions are “actionable”, i.e., can be acted upon by the government.

As opposed to those works that focus on the analysis of messages from gov-
ernments to citizens, we focus on analysing messages that citizens explicitly post
towards governments or local institutions. Giving a step forward the analysis of
topics [3], sentiment [7, 11], and actionability [6], we advance the state of the
art by focusing on the understanding of citizens’ intents when posting messages.
We do so by proposing a novel AI-guided approach to analyse social media data
automatically and at scale.

3 Classification of tweets based on their intent

Within the machine learning field, text classification (a.k.a. text categorization)
refers to the task of automatically assigning a natural language text with one of
a given set of classes (labels or categories) [19]. The classes are usually discrete
values related to topics, but can also represent domain-dependent meanings,
such as “spam” and “non-spam” emails, “real” and “fake” news articles, and
“positive” and “negative” textual reviews. Besides, a classification problem may
be binary –with two classes– or multi-class –with more than two classes.

To address this task, supervised learning assumes that a set of training data
(i.e., the training set) has been provided, consisting of a set of instances (input
texts) that have been labelled by hand with their correct class. On weighted
feature vector representations of the training instances, a learning procedure
aims to extract feature patterns and relations that allow characterizing and
distinguishing instances from each class. The procedure then generates a model
that attempts to meet two sometimes conflicting objectives: classifying as well as
possible on the training data, and generalizing as well as possible to new (test)
data [19].

In this context, the selection and extraction of features represents a key stage
for the effectiveness of the final classification process. When dealing with text
documents, a typical choice is to identify features with words, in the so-called bag
of words model, and to assign each word with a real number weight equals to its
TF-IDF (term frequency, inverse document frequency) value. This model, how-
ever, is not appropriate to represent tweets, due to their short length. We thus
advocate for alternative features. Specifically, we propose to use both language-
independent lexical and grammatical features, and social network-based features.
In the next subsections, we present the classes and features considered for the
proposed intent-based citizen-to-government tweets.

3.1 Proposed intent-based classes

As argued by Theocharis [21], online social network participation can be a form
of political participation that should be conceptualized, identified and measured.
From a revision of the literature, he considers several forms of political participa-
tion: i) posting (sharing) links to political stories or articles for others to read, ii)
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posting own thoughts or comments on political or social issues, iii) encouraging
to take action on a political or social issue and, iv) reposting content related to
political or social issues that was originally posted by someone else. Motivated
by such categorization, in this paper, we focus on identifying the intent that
citizens have when posting messages to their institutions. In addition, we rely
on a data-driven inspection to define categories of intent. Hybrid approaches of
this kind have been shown to improve rigour in exploratory studies [5]. The final
ten intent-based categories extracted after this process include:

– Complaint. The intent is to state something that is unsatisfactory or unac-
ceptable (e.g., ”@MADRID after 1 week of calling, the city is yet not clean
and the rats are taking over!! http://t.co/IiIDuaPFG9”)

– Announcement. The intent is to make a public statement about a fact,
occurrence or event (e.g., ”The date, place and schedule of the Festival ac-
tivities in La Latina have already been confirmed http://t.co/U0tRwKAC
@madrid @madridiario”)

– News item. The intent is to objectively inform about current events. Au-
thors of these posts are generally media news organisations and journalists
(e.g., “#oladecalor #aemet @Madrid has suffered its warmest night within
the latest 100 years http://t.co/ZSjeqK6m”)

– Personal fact. The intent is to publicise self issues and experiences (e.g., “I
also support the candidature from @Madrid2020ES @MADRID #aporella”)

– Personal opinion. The intent is to express subjective opinions about the
city, its events, activities, etc. (e.g., “The activity of #emprendeenmadrid is
amazing. Congratulations @MADRID and greetings from an entrepreneur”)

– Request. The intent is to explicitly ask for something specific (e.g., “Very
nice but impossible to ride a bike at normal speed #MadridRio. Please
@MADRID create a bike lane with cyclist priority”)

– Notification. The intent is to report or give notice of urban, citizenship- or
government-related issues, so that the Madrid City Council can quickly act
on them and help other citizens (e.g., “@MADRID can you fix this gap in c/
San Bernardino 8-10 before someone gets hurt? http://lockerz.com/s/117566458”)

– Question. The intent is to explicitly ask for information (e.g., “@MADRID
could you please give me the telephone number of the press office of the
Madrid city hall”)

– Proposal. The intent is to suggest an initiative or project. Proposals indi-
cate broader projects and ideas than the explicit and specific demands of the
request category (“There is a collection of used oil in the centre of Alicante.
It would be fantastic to have something similar @MADRID”)

– Other. The intent is unclear or does not fit into any of the previous classes.

3.2 Proposed classification features

To automatically categorise each tweet into one of the classes categories pre-
sented in the previous subsection, it is first transformed into a vector of 37
domain- and language-independent features. From them, 27 are content-based
features, including:
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– Lexical features (7): number of characters, number of words, number of
exclamation marks, number of question marks, existence of a positive emoti-
con, existence of a negative emoticon, and existence of a vowel (or ‘y’) con-
secutively repeated 3 or more times in a word. The latter is assumed to be
a signal of emphasis.

– Grammatical features (20): number of nouns, number of proper nouns,
number of adjectives, number of verbs, number of adverbs, number of per-
sonal/possessive pronouns, number of time references (entities), and number
of money-related references.

These content-based features were obtained by a computer program that
makes use of the Stanford CoreNLP4 natural language processing toolkit [12],
which, as far of March 2021, allows obtaining the syntactic parsing of sentences
in English, Arabic, Chinese, French, German and Spanish. For nouns, adjec-
tives, verbs and adverbs, we also consider the number of them which were pos-
itive/negative/neutral, according to a Spanish lexicon of word opinion polari-
ties [14].

The remainder 10 features were social network-based, including:

– User features (4): number of followers, number of friends (a.k.a. followees),
number of posts, and number of active days in Twitter.

– Post features (6): number of hashtags (#), number of user mentions (@),
number of hyperlinks, number of multimedia, maximum hashtag length, and
existence of an explicit retweet request (i.e., “RT” abbreviation).

We discarded interaction-based features, such as the number of “likes,” the
number of “comments,” and the number of “reposts” (i.e., retweets), since our
aim is to automatically categorise tweets after they are generated. Further popularity-
based signals could be used in longer term processing/analysis stages. We also
discarded fine-grained grammatical features, such as the number and tense of
the verbs. For instance, one may expect that first-person verbs would not ap-
pear in news items, and thus may represent an informative feature to charac-
terise that class. Similarly, imperative verbs may be much frequent in requests,
whereas conditional verbs may be predominant in proposals. We did not consider
these features since they depend on the language in which tweets are written.
Nonetheless, they could be exploited in a language-specific solution to improve
classification accuracy.

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset

As a case study to test our approach we selected the City Council of Madrid,
Spain. Its Twitter account (@Madrid) has more than 700K followers, and re-
ceives a high volume of daily posts explicitly directed to it. We aimed to cat-
egorise messages posted by citizens and directed to that public institution. To

4 Stanford CoreNLP toolkit, https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/
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gather these messages, we first collected data for all the user accounts following
@Madrid (670,140 at the time of collection - September 2019). The Twitter API
allowed us to collect the most recent 3,200 posts for each of these accounts. We
then filter those messages explicitly directed to Madrid city council (a total of
414,117 generated by 55,858 accounts) This nearly half a million messages spam
a decade of tweets directed to the city council from 2009 till 2019.

Note that not all Twitter accounts engage with @Madrid with the same fre-
quency. While some accounts have directed 1 or 2 messages towards the city
council, others have directed more than 1,000 messages. Also, not all accounts
belong to individuals. However, since citizens communicate with their institu-
tions both, privately and via organised groups, neighbourhood/district represen-
tatives, and businesses, we decided to consider all account types in this work.

To obtain the necessary training data to build and evaluate our classification
approach, we needed to categorise a subset of posts manually. For this purpose,
we selected a random sample of 666 tweets. These tweets were manually an-
notated by four experts (each of them annotated a 500 sample), ensuring that
each tweet received at least three annotations. All experts received explicit in-
dications of the categories and their meaning before conducting the annotation
process. In addition, an hour of debate was allocated for them to reflect on the
categories and resolve possible doubts. The annotation process shows an agree-
ment of Fleiss’ κ coefficient equal to 0.98, meaning almost perfect agreement.
For conflicting cases, the majority class assigned to a tweet was finally selected.

Table 1 shows statistics about the number of tweets (first row) and the fre-
quency of feature appearance for each class in our dataset.

4.2 Classification algorithms

To validate the proposed method, we evaluated several machine learning algo-
rithms on the generated dataset. The tested algorithms included:

– K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN), which classifies an instance based on the
label of its k closest (i.e., most similar) instances –called as neighbours.

– Logistic Regression (LR), which estimates the probability of a certain
class through a logistic function in its basic binary form, and through the
one-vs-rest (class) scheme in the multi-class case.

– Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA), which learns a quadratic de-
cision boundary, generated by fitting class conditional densities to the data
and using Bayes’ rule.

– Decision Tree (DT), which builds a flowchart-like structure where each
internal node represents a test on a feature, each branch represents the out-
come of the test, and each leaf node represents a class label, so that the
path from the root node to a leaf node represents the classification rules for
the leaf. The algorithm was executed alone, and in combination with fea-
ture selection (RFECV DT) and tree pruning (AP DT) to avoid learning
over-fitting.
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Table 1. Feature stats for the proposed intents: complaints (COM), announcements
(ANN), news items (NEWS), personal facts (PER), personal opinions (OPI), requests
(REQ), notifications (NOT), questions (QUE), proposals (PRO), and others (OTH).

COM ANN NEW FAC OPI REQ NOT QUE PRO OTH Total

Num. tweets 187 175 90 71 57 35 13 12 10 16 666

User mentions 331 339 169 161 129 76 18 21 22 37 1303
Hashtags 105 120 37 27 31 33 6 2 5 10 376
Links 67 145 87 26 13 22 5 3 7 375

Time refs. 48 122 34 13 5 3 3 228
Money refs. 29 5 3 3 1 1 1 1 44
Retweet refs. 2 6 5 3 1 19 1 37

Nouns 632 366 216 129 149 115 38 28 31 31 1735
Proper nouns 227 255 126 65 52 31 10 6 9 16 797
Pronouns 49 48 5 33 24 11 3 2 1 6 182
Adjectives 173 114 56 44 50 24 10 6 15 8 500
Verbs 327 126 84 65 80 58 23 10 16 16 805
Adverbs 148 66 16 26 38 16 10 7 9 7 343

Questions 39 10 1 4 1 10 4 9 3 3 84
Exclamations 25 32 2 12 10 8 4 3 1 97
Pos. emoticons 1 1 3 1 2 3 11
Neg. emoticons 2 2

– Gaussian Process (GP), based on Laplace approximation, is a generaliza-
tion of the Gaussian probability distribution as the basis for a sophisticated
non-parametric classification.

– Support Vector Machine (SVM), which aims to find a hyperplane that
best splits a dataset into two classes. For the multi-class problem, it is han-
dled by a one-vs-one scheme.

– Bagging Ensemble (BE), which combines a set of randomized decision
trees.

We used the algorithms implementations provided by the open-source Scikit-
learn5 machine learning toolkit. We conducted a grid search to find the best
parameters for the algorithms. We provide our code and the algorithms config-
urations and tested parameters online together with our dataset1.

4.3 Classification results

Due to the unbalanced distribution of the instances in the 10 classes (see the
number of tweets per class in Table 1), we conducted a series of experiments
where we addressed 10 binary (2-class) classification problems. Each of them
aimed to distinguish the instances belonging to a particular class from the in-
stances belonging to the other classes.

5 Scikit-learn machine learning toolkit, https://scikit-learn.org/
1 Public URL with our dataset and code, <hidden for blind review>
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In addition to computing the accuracy (acc) metric, which measures the
percentage of instances (i.e., tweets) correctly classified, we also computed the
acc+ and acc− metrics, which correspond to the percentage of correctly classified
instances in the minority and majority classes, respectively. As a compromise
of both metrics, we considered their geometric mean g =

√
acc+ · acc−. We

computed average metric values from 3 independent executions of each algorithm
and parameters configuration, keeping 75% of the tweets for training the machine
learning models, and 25% for testing, selected randomly in each execution.

Table 2 shows the best accuracy results achieved by the evaluated algorithms
on each intent-oriented classification problem. Note that the classification prob-
lems present a large unbalance between the target minority class and the major-
ity class, ranging from N+ = 28% of positive instances for the complaint class
to N+ = 2% for the notification, question, and proposal classes. This makes
the classification problems challenging. Despite this difficulty, by exploiting the
proposed domain- and language-independent features and using generic machine
learning algorithms, we were able to achieve relatively high accuracy (acc+) on
identifying complaints, announcements, news items, personal opinions, and re-
quests. The achieved classification performance is relatively high, as can be seen
by comparing the acc+ and g values against the percentage of positive instances
N+ in each class. Note that acc values alone are not informative enough, since
for each intent, classifying every instance as negative, we would achieve an ac-
curacy equals to N−, but we would be wrongly classifying all positive instances.
Regarding the effectiveness of the evaluated classifiers, Quadratic Discriminant
Analysis (QDA) and Decision Trees (DT) showed the best performances, with
respect to algorithms such as Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Gaussian
Processes (GP), which are generally adequate for high dimensional data.

Table 2. Best accuracy (acc, acc+, acc−) values for each intent-oriented classification
task. Geometric values g show the achieved accuracy balanced between minority (N+)
and majority (N−) classes.

Intent N+ N− acc acc+ acc− g Algorithm

Complaint 28% 72% 74.6% 66.0% 78.0% 72.0% QDA/LR
Announcement 26% 74% 83.8% 75.0% 87.0% 81.0% AP DT
News item 14% 86% 64.4% 61.0% 65.0% 63.0% QDA
Personal fact 11% 89% 73.4% 44.0% 77.0% 59.0% QDA
Personal opinion 8% 92% 83.6% 57.0% 86.0% 70.0% QDA
Request 5% 95% 94.8% 56.0% 97.0% 74.0% KNN
Notification 2% 98% 97.8% 33.0% 99.0% 57.0% AP DT
Question 2% 98% 96.8% 33.0% 98.0% 57.0% RFECV DT
Proposal 2% 98% 91.9% 33.0% 93.0% 56.0% SVM/LR
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4.4 Discriminating words and features

Table 3 shows some of the most discriminating words and features for the pro-
posed classes. These words and features would allow governments to obtain in-
sights about relevant topics and sentiments expressed in citizens’ complaints,
requests, proposals, notifications and questions, as well as to differentiate them
from those commonly appearing in news items, announcements, and personal
opinions and facts. Note that these informative words and features are identi-
fied automatically and exploited by the classification algorithms, regardless the
language and topic of the tweets.

As illustrative examples, we first focus on user accounts mentioned in the
tweets. Complaints are abundant of mentions to accounts of political parties
(e.g., Partido Popular, UPyD, and Izquierda Unida), politicians (e.g., Mariano
Rajoy) and accounts created to denunciate particular issues, such as political
corruption (@Cobri2020) and salaries of public officials (@sueldospublicos). An-
nounces, by contrast, have many mentions to accounts about tourism (@turis-
momadrid), leisure (@ociomadrid), and sports (@deportegob) in Madrid. Lastly,
many requests mention @lineamadrid, the official account of the citizen attention
service of the City Council. We also put our attention on proper nouns. Ayun-
tamiento de Madrid (City Council), Ana Botella (former mayor of the city), and
Gürtel (a political corruption scandal) appear in complaint tweets, whereas lo-
cations are abundant in announcements, e.g., Vallecas (a district), Palacio Real
(the Royal Palace) and Caja Mágica (a multi-purpose stadium), and in news
items, e.g., Community of Madrid.

Due to the lack of space, we do not analyse other features and words reported
in the table. However, we provide them in English for the reader’s comprehension.

5 Conclusions

As citizens are spending more time on online social networks, generating large
amounts of content, there is a need for innovative methods and tools to analyse
such data. In this paper, we have presented and evaluated a novel AI approach
that applies natural language processing and machine learning algorithms to
automatically classify citizen-to-government posts published in social networks.
Differently to previous works, which have focused on topic- and opinion-based
analysis, our approach aims to classify posts based on their underlying intention
or purpose, distinguishing between citizens’ complaints, requests, proposals and
announcements, among others. This classification represents a processing stage
prior to the extraction of topics and opinions, and may help filtering and priori-
tising citizens’ messages, and further automatising processes for more efficient
and effective decision and policy making.

Despite the positive classification results achieved by our approach, there is
still room for improvement. For example, more sophisticated Natural Language
Processing techniques, such as language models and word embeddings [9], could
be used to exploit the semantics of words and word sequences, e.g., “opinion is”
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Table 3. Most discriminating words and features for each of the considered intents.

User mentions COM @PPopular @UPyD @iunida @marianorajoy @Cobri2020
@sueldospublicos

ANN @turismomadrid @ociopormadrid @deportegob
REQ @lineamadrid @Mango

Hashtags &
Nouns

COM mayor, euro, money, crisis, law, taxes, workers, problems,
embarrassment, management, waste

ANN activities, schedule, workshop, visit, summer
NEW transport, weather, unemployment
FAC thanks, children
REQ please, signature, support, peace

Proper nouns COM Ayuntamiento de Madrid, Ana Botella, Gürtel
ANN Vallecas, Palacio Real, Caja Mágica
NEW Comunidad of Madrid

Adjectives COM intolerable, bad, worse
ANN free
OPI better

Verbs ANN visit, miss, offer, meet, enjoy
FAC wait, see
REQ think, leave

Adverbs COM now, always, never, more, less
ANN free, evening
FAC already

Time refs. ANN tonight, Wednesday, Thursday, Saturday
NEW yesterday
FAC today

and “really think that” could be identified as informative bigram and trigram
of the personal opinion class. Furthermore, it could be possible to extend our
approach with features from other sources of information, such as the user who
creates a post and the users who are mentioned in a post (e.g., by considering
their type: particular citizens, neighborhood associations, organisations, or po-
litical actors), and the nature of web resources linked in the posts (e.g., articles
of online news media, personal blogs, or multimedia in social networks).

From a social inclusion perspective, and taking fairness concerns into account,
we plan to investigate possible biases derived from the subset of the population
posting these messages, as well as the possible biases that the classification
algorithms may have depending on issues such as the users’ posting activity and
influence (i.e., number of followers), and ideological, political and popularity-
based factors of the addressed topics.

While there is room for future work, this paper presents a unique approach
to automatically, and at large scale, identify the intent from citizens’ posts di-
rected to their institutions. We hope that this novel idea, in combination with
all the resources provided (code, dataset, annotations), can help researchers and
practitioners to filter messages of interests among the sea of social media posts,
facilitating a more effective communication among citizens and institutions.
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